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• DOCUMENTARY: “Altered Humans—How Biotech Is Changing Who We Are”
“In the documentary, “Altered Humans: How Biotech is Changing Who We Are” , Director Shaista Justin
examines these claims with a slew of renowned technological industry experts. Delving deeper, she 
probes the moral and ethical questions surrounding these technologies, asking not only whether the 
science is plausible, but if it is even desirable. Does progress for the sake of progress really move the 
needle forward for us as a species, or are we merely unwitting victims of medical experimentation that 
shouldn’t be pursued in the first place? ”
www.theepochtimes.com/altered-humans-how-biotech-is-changing-who-we-are-
documentary_5191140.html  

• “Science That Cannot Be Questioned Is Just Propaganda”
“I sit down with Rob Roos, a Dutch member of the European Parliament. Roos made global headlines 
after he got a Pfizer executive to publicly admit that Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine was never tested for 
stopping transmission of the virus. "At that moment, I realized this is a game changer," says Roos. "We 
put it online and it was crazy. It went so far off, because everyone in the Western world—I can speak for 
them, I think—had the feeling they were fooled, really fooled by their governments. And that’s not what 
governments should do. They’re chosen to serve the people. But they fooled the people. It was a false 
narrative." Roos says that media attempts to frame him as a purveyor of “misinformation” and the 
counter-argument that Pfizer had never claimed that the vaccine was tested on stopping transmission is 
mere gaslighting.  "That was not my argument," says Roos. "My argument was that our governments said
that. But [Pfizer CEO] Mr. Bourla could have said to our governments, ‘Listen, we didn’t test it on that. 
You better not push people to these vaccines with that argument.’ He didn’t do that because there’s a lot 
of money involved, of course."”
www.theepochtimes.com/science-that-cannot-be-questioned-is-just-propaganda-mep-rob-roos-on-getting-
pfizer-to-admit-that-its-covid-vaccine-was-never-tested-for-transmission_5175016.html 

• “Scientific Consensus—A Manufactured Construct”
“The appeal to “scientific consensus” is fraught with problems, just like “the science is settled,” “trust the
science,” and other authoritarian tropes that have dominated the pandemic. A widely accepted theory, 
such as the theory of evolution, depends on a consensus being reached among the scientific community, 
but it must be achieved without censorship or reprisal. As Aaron Kheriaty, a fellow at the Ethics and 
Public Policy Center, recently said: "Science is an ongoing search for truth & such truth has little to do 
with consensus. Every major scientific advance involves challenges to a consensus. Those who defend 
scientific consensus rather than specific experimental findings are not defending science but 
partisanship."”
www.theepochtimes.com/scientific-consensus-a-manufactured-construct_5212845.html 

• “Science Betrayal” (Peter Ridd)
“There is no surer proof that people are losing faith in the scientific establishment than the recent 
Rasmussen poll of Americans which found 60 per cent of respondents agreeing that, ‘Climate change has 
become a religion that “actually has nothing to do with the climate” and is really about power and 
control”.’ Even 45 per cent of Democrats agreed. This is a staggering result considering the relentless 
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barrage from almost every major science organisation on earth asserting that climate change is ‘real’ and 
dangerous. Despite all the indoctrination at universities, all the stories in the media by climate ‘experts’, a
solid majority thinks they are being conned.”
ipa.org.au/ipa-today/science-betrayal  

• “1 in 36 Kids Have Autism, CDC Says”
“One in 36 (2.8%) 8-year-old children — 4% of boys and 1% of girls — have an autism spectrum 
disorder (ASD), based on an analysis of data from 2020, published today by the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC). The latest findings, reported in the CDC’s Morbidity and Mortality 
Weekly Report, show an increase from the last report, which found 1 in 44 8-year-olds (2.3%) had autism
in 2018. Since the CDC started collecting the data, prevalence estimates have skyrocketed from 1 in 150 
in 2000, to today’s estimate of 1 in 36 children.”
www.theepochtimes.com/health/1-in-36-kids-have-autism-cdc-says_5184310.html 
STUDY: childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/autism-rate-increase-cdc/ 

• “Commonly-Used Insecticides Could Raise Autism Risk: Study”
“Early exposure to a class of insecticides called pyrethroids could raise the risk of autism and other 
developmental disorders, even if the exposure is at levels deemed safe by federal regulators, new research
has uncovered. Pyrethroids are one of the most widely used insecticides in the United States. They appear
in both industrial preparations and consumer products. Several regions known for widespread pesticide 
use have documented higher rates of neurodevelopmental disorders (NDD). In the United States, as many
as 17 percent of children are estimated to be affected by NDDs. The new study, published in the journal 
PNA Nexus on April 25, looked at the effects of low-level exposure to pyrethroids.”
www.theepochtimes.com/health/commonly-used-insecticides-could-raise-autism-risk-
study_5222190.html 
STUDY:  www.eurekalert.org/news-releases/987000 

• “Controversial mRNA Technology Now Targeting Livestock”
“According to a statement from the Queensland government in Australia, scientists are working to 
develop an mRNA-related vaccine to combat the threat of Lumpy Skin Disease (LSD) in beef cattle with 
$1.15 million invested. "A new mRNA vaccine would be a game changer as the live virus vaccines 
currently available overseas cannot be used in Australia," Mark Furner, minister for agricultural industry 
development and Fisheries and minister for rural communities, said in the statement.  "Using existing 
vaccines here would result in us losing our disease-free status."”
www.theepochtimes.com/in-depth-controversial-gene-and-mrna-technologies-now-targeting-
livestock_5204242.html  

• “Lab-Grown Meat: A Promising Future or Dystopian Fate?”
“Akin to the push to create various versions of plant-based meat, scientists have been propelled to 
develop lab-grown meat to provide an alternative to conventionally raised meat. To create meat, scientists
combine animal cells from live animals with various nutrients like amino acids and carbohydrates. Then, 
under the right conditions, the cells replicate and produce “cultured meat”. While this process sounds as 
straightforward as whipping up your favorite cookie recipe, producing lab-grown meat requires cutting-
edge technology and exceptional scientific precision.”
www.theepochtimes.com/health/lab-grown-meat-a-promising-future-or-dystopian-fate_5196077.html  

• “Harmful Until Proven Otherwise : Artificial meat”
“What past harms might we have prevented by waiting for tests or studies, by having been less eager to 
take things at face value, and by thoroughly having assessed new and needed innovations for unforeseen 
consequences? My question is prompted by the news that GOOD Meat, the lab-grown or “cultured” meat
division of Eat Just Inc., has received approval from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to 
start selling its first product—cultured chicken—to the American public. Very soon, for the first time in 
history, Americans will be able to eat chicken meat that hasn’t required the slaughter of a chicken to 
produce. All the nutrition, all the taste, without the cruelty of factory farming or the resulting dreaded 
carbon emissions. If you think this sounds too good to be true—you’d be right.”
www.theepochtimes.com/health/harmful-until-proven-otherwise_5170675.html  
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• “Electric Vehicles Worse For Environment Than Petrol Cars Report”
“Japanese car giant Mitsubishi has published data that shows, based on current energy consumption and 
sourcing, electric cars are worse for the environment in Australia than petrol cars.”
www.drive.com.au/news/electric-vehicles-worse-for-environment-than-petrol-cars-report/ 

• “Does the Sun Cause or Prevent Cancer?”
“Over the past few decades, people have become increasingly aware of the risks associated with 
excessive exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation from sunlight, including skin cancer, photoaging, and 
cataracts. However, appropriate sun exposure provides benefits that are crucial for human health. 
Growing evidence suggests not only that sun exposure helps prevent and treat a variety of diseases but 
also that insufficient exposure to sunlight may increase the risk of cancer.”
www.theepochtimes.com/health/does-the-sun-cause-or-prevent-cancer_5154032.html  
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